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Abstract: Non-relativistic string theories promise to provide simpler theories of quantum
gravity as well as tractable limits of the AdS/CFT correspondence. However, several ap-
parently distinct non-relativistic string theories have been constructed. In particular, one
approach is to reduce a relativistic string along a null isometry in target space. Another
method is to perform an appropriate large speed of light expansion of a relativistic string.
Both of the resulting non-relativistic string theories only have a well-defined spectrum if
they have nonzero winding along a longitudinal spatial direction. In the presence of a Kalb–
Ramond field, we show that these theories are equivalent provided the latter direction is
an isometry. Finally, we consider a further limit of non-relativistic string theory that has
proven useful in the context of AdS/CFT (related to Spin Matrix Theory). In that case,
the worldsheet theory itself becomes non-relativistic and the dilaton coupling vanishes.
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1 Introduction
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in applying Newton–Cartan (NC) geometry
and its torsionful generalization1 to the study of non-relativistic aspects of field theory,
gravity, string theory and holography. The development of NC geometry has established a
framework for a covariant formulation of physics in non-relativistic limits, 1/c expansions
as well as null reductions, which has already generated numerous novel insights. Among
the most fundamental of these is that applying NC geometry (and closely related avatars)
1Torsional Newton–Cartan (TNC) geometry is a torsionful version of standard NC geometry, as originally
introduced by Cartan (see [1] for a modern perspective and earlier references) to geometrize Newtonian
gravity. The torsionful generalization of NC geometry allows for a non-exact clock form and was first
observed as the boundary geometry in the context of Lifshitz holography [2–4]. It also plays an important
role as the background geometry that non-relativistic field theories couple to [5, 6], with the fractional
quantum Hall effect [7–10] as one of its first applications in that context.
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to non-relativistic string theory [11–19] promises to open a window into non-relativistic
quantum gravity.
Formulating a theory of non-relativistic quantum gravity using string theory would
provide a third road from which one can approach relativistic quantum gravity, supple-
menting the two more conventional roads that start from relativistic quantum field theory
and general relativity, respectively. In fact, already at the classical level, there appear to
be different types of non-relativistic theories of gravity [20–39] depending on the specifics
of the local non-relativistic spacetime symmetry algebra. In particular, the non-relativistic
limit of General Relativity itself turns out to be much richer [25, 29, 33, 34, 37, 40] than just
Newtonian gravity. All this raises the question whether there exist non-relativistic theories
of gravity that admit a UV completion in terms of a non-relativistic string theory. For the
purposes of this paper, we will mean by ‘non-relativistic string theory’ the generalization
of the Gomis–Ooguri non-relativistic action [41, 42] to arbitrary backgrounds.
So far, two types of non-relativistic string theories have been introduced, namely strings
on torsional Newton–Cartan geometry [12, 16] and strings on string Newton–Cartan geom-
etry [11, 14]. Moreover, beta functions for these theories have recently been studied in [18]
for the latter case and in [19] for the former. Indeed, in line with their proposed relation
to non-relativistic theories of gravity, the beta functions of these strings lead to dynamical
equations of the corresponding non-relativistic gravity theories. The primary aim of the
present work is to show that these two seemingly distinct non-relativistic string theories
can in fact be mapped onto each other.
There are many additional motivations to study non-relativistic string theory. First
of all it is a limit of string theory as we know it, and hence interesting in its own right,
while at the same time some of its features could turn out to be simpler as compared to
relativistic string theory. Furthermore, non-relativistic string theory appears to be related
to limits of the AdS/CFT correspondence, as shown in particular in [12, 16] by taking a
further non-relativistic limit on the worldsheet. In this setting, the connection with non-
relativistic geometry elucidates the dual space-time formulation of Spin Matrix Theory
(SMT) [43, 44]. SMT is a quantum mechanical theory obtained by considering near-BPS
limits of AdS5/CFT4, which reduces to tractable sectors in which quantum gravity effects
are potentially easier to compute. Interestingly, the class of non-relativistic worldsheet
sigma models that was found in [16] exhibits an infinite-dimensional symmetry, namely
the two-dimensional Galilean Conformal Algebra. The results of [16] also lead to novel
interpretations of some classical results related to integrable 2D field theories. For example,
the continuum limit of Heisenberg spin chains, described by the Landau-Lifshitz model,
can be viewed as strings with non-relativistic worldsheets. Finally, interesting connections
between doubled field theory and certain non-relativistic strings have been found [45–47],
which open another arena of connections between NC geometry and doubled (or generalized)
geometries.
Non-relativistic string theory has a rich history, starting with the original papers [41, 42]
(see also [48–50]) in which a Galilean invariant closed string theory was constructed with
excitations satisfying a non-relativistic dispersion relation. Following recent advances in
understanding non-relativistic geometry, two versions of non-relativistic string theory have
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been proposed. In one approach, null reduction was used to obtain a Nambu–Goto (NG)
action [12] and corresponding Polyakov-type action [16] for non-relativistic strings on tor-
sional Newton–Cartan (TNC) geometry. More precisely, the target space geometry is TNC
geometry plus an extra periodic target space direction on which there is a non-zero string
winding. Classically, the embedding coordinate along this direction is locally pure gauge,
but this is not true globally due to the winding. For practical purposes we therefore refer to
the target space as TNC geometry. Following another direction, using an appropriate large-
c expansion an action for strings on a “stringy” Newton–Cartan geometry was proposed in
[11] and further developed in [14]. We will denote the latter in the following as strings on
string Newton–Cartan (SNC) geometry. Both of these non-relativistic string theories have
the property that they reduce to the Gomis-Ooguri action [41] on the corresponding flat
non-relativistic spacetime.
In this paper, we will demonstrate that (modulo an assumption stated below) these
two theories can be related to each other.2 In particular, we will show that closed string
theory with a TNC target space accompanied by a corresponding NS-NS sector can be
identified with SNC string theory, which involves two distinct longitudinal directions in the
target space. The identification holds provided the compact spatial longitudinal direction
of the SNC target space is an isometry. An important element in the derivation is that the
SNC action admits a field redefinition freedom, which turns out to also reproduce certain
symmetries coming from the underlying SNC algebra. We also obtain the extension of the
non-relativistic worldsheet theory of Ref. [16] that includes the NS-NS sector and dilaton,
by considering a further limit of our general TNC action. In that case, we observe that the
worldsheet dilaton coupling term vanishes.
Summary and outline
In Section 2 we first extend the derivation of the Polyakov-type action for TNC strings
[12] to include the B-field (see also [19]) and dilaton. This is done via a null reduction of
the relativistic Polyakov action, fixing the momentum along the null reduction and going
to a dual formulation in which this momentum is exchanged for a fixed winding along a
dual compact direction. We also present two alternative forms of this action, including the
generalization of coupling the full NS-NS sector to the Nambu–Goto type action of Ref. [12].
Section 3 is the main part of the paper, where we compare to the SNC action of [14].
We introduce this action by rederiving it (closely paralleling the original work [11]) from
a large-c expansion of the relativistic Nambu–Goto action coupled to the NS-NS sector in
which two longitudinal directions are singled out among the target space directions. This
derivation will highlight two important points:
• a field redefinition symmetry, which will be crucial to show the equivalence of the
SNC action to the TNC action obtained in Section 2,
2Note that in Ref. [16] a map was given that related certain sectors of these two non-relativistic string
actions. As already pointed out there, this map was not complete since it did not include the NS-NS B-field.
As we will see in the present work, including this background field turns out to be crucial.
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• including the NS-NS sector lifts a constraint (closely related to the foliation constraint
of [14]) that is present at the classical level in the absence of the Kalb–Ramond field.
The direct map between the TNC and SNC action, which holds in the case that the compact
spatial longitudinal direction is an isometry, is then presented in Section 3.3.
In Section 4 we examine the effect of including the NS-NS sector and dilaton on the
class of non-relativistic worldsheet sigma-models obtained in [12, 16] by taking a second
limit. After presenting the resulting sigma model we discuss the dilaton term in more
detail and observe a suggestive interplay between the scaling of this term and the allowed
worldsheet geometries.
A number of details are included in appendices. In Appendix A we collect our conven-
tions for the worldsheet vielbeine and list some useful identities. Furthermore, in Appendix
B we first review SNC geometry and its associated symmetry algebra. We also show how
this algebra can be obtained from an expansion of the Poincaré algebra and indicate how
the B-field could be included in the gauging procedure. Finally, we give details on the
identifications of symmetries between TNC and SNC strings.
Note added: While this paper was being completed, an analysis of the beta functions of
the TNC string including NS-NS background fields appeared [19] where the action in (2.23)
and its U(1) symmetries were derived independently.
2 Null reduction of relativistic strings in NS-NS background
The purpose of this section is to extend the derivation of the action for non-relativistic
strings from a null reduction3 in [16] to include NS-NS background fields. To do this, we
start from the full NS-NS action in a relativistic, Lorentzian spacetime and reduce along
a null isometry. The TNC string action is constructed by implementing the conservation
of the string momentum along the null isometry direction using Lagrange multipliers and
by then going to a dual formulation. In this process, the total momentum along the null
direction is fixed and can be exchanged for a fixed winding of the string along a compact
dual direction.
Brief review of TNC geometry
As is well known, torsional Newton–Cartan (TNC) geometry in d+1 spacetime dimensions
can be obtained from a (d+ 2)-dimensional Lorentzian geometry with a non-compact null
isometry. We choose coordinates such that this isometry is generated by ∂u. Then we can
split (d + 2)-dimensional coordinates xM = 0, 1, . . . , d + 1 as xM = (u, xµ), where xµ are
(d + 1)-dimensional spacetime coordinates. Without loss of generality, we can then write
any (d+ 2)-dimensional metric GMN as
ds2 = GMNdxMdxN = 2τ(du−m) + hµνdxµdxν . (2.1)
3For clarity, we note that this is not ordinary Kaluza-Klein reduction, but a dimensional reduction in
which the momentum along the null direction u is fixed.
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In this decomposition, all components of the metric are independent of u. The one-forms
τ = τµdx
µ and m = mµdxµ, together with the symmetric two-tensor hµνdxµdxν , define a
torsional Newton–Cartan structure. Distances in space and time are measured using hµν
and τµ, respectively, where the associated projective inverses vµ and hµν satisfy
vµτµ = −1 , vµhµν = 0 , τµhµν = 0 , hµρhρν = τµvν + δνµ . (2.2)
We can introduce vielbeine E aµ for hµν as
hµν = EµaEνbδab , a, b = 1 . . . d . (2.3)
The TNC fields transform as tensors under diffeomorphisms ξµ and exhibit furthermore a
set of local symmetries corresponding to Galilean (or Milne) boosts λµ and a U(1) gauge
transformation σ associated with mass conservation,
δτµ = Lξτµ , δhµν = Lξhµν + λµτν + λντµ ,
δmµ = Lξmµ + λµ + ∂µσ ,
(2.4)
where Lξ denotes the Lie derivative along ξµ.
2.1 NS-NS action for TNC strings from null reduction
Our starting point is the usual relativistic bosonic string action with a (d+ 2)-dimensional
target space, parametrized using coordinates xM, including a Kalb–Ramond two-form
gauge field BMN and a dilaton φ,
S[γαβ, X
M] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβ∂αXM∂βXNGMN + εαβ∂αXM∂βXNBMN
)
+
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ .
(2.5)
Here, γαβ is the Lorentzian metric on the string worldsheet Σ, which is parametrized using
the coordinates σα = (σ0, σ1). We restrict ourselves to closed strings, with σ1 ∼ σ1 + 2pi.
Furthermore, we set ε01 = +1. Following the decomposition of the (d + 2)-dimensional
metric GMN in (2.1), we can split BMN as follows:
Bµν , bµ = Buµ . (2.6)
Following the derivation in [16], we want to restrict the dynamics of the strings along
the u-direction to construct an action for strings on the (d+1)-dimensional TNC spacetime.
This will result in exchanging the fixed momentum along the (non-compact) u-direction for
a fixed winding along a compact dual direction. Since we consider a fixed momentum sector,
this does not correspond to the DLCQ procedure.4
4Considering a fixed momentum sector is similar to what happens in the particle case. The action that
describes the coupling to TNC geometry of a non-relativistic particle of mass m can be obtained from a null
reduction of a massless relativistic particle by fixing the momentum along the (non-compact) null direction
to be m (see e.g. [51]).
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To find the worldsheet current Pαu associated to the target space isometry ∂u, we use
the metric and B-field decompositions (2.1) and (2.6) to write
S[γαβ, X
µ, Xu] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβh¯αβ + εαβBαβ
)
(2.7)
− T
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβτβ + εαβbβ
)
∂αX
u +
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ .
Here, we have introduced the Galilean (or Milne) boost-invariant tensor
h¯µν = hµν − τµmν − τνmµ , (2.8)
as well as the worldsheet pullbacks
h¯αβ = ∂αX
µ∂βX
ν h¯µν , τα = ∂αX
µτµ , Bαβ = ∂αXµ∂βXνBµν , bα = ∂αXµbµ . (2.9)
Note that the pullback only uses the (d+ 1)-dimensional embedding coordinates Xµ. From
the form of the action in (2.7), it is clear that the current Pαu is given by
Pαu =
∂L
∂(∂αXu)
= −T
√
|γ|γαβτβ − Tεαβbβ . (2.10)
We then introduce an action where the conservation ∂αPαu = 0 is implemented by
Lagrange multipliers, which allow us to define a dual direction to u. To this end, consider
the auxiliary action
S[γαβ, X
µ, η, Aα] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβh¯αβ + εαβBαβ
)
(2.11)
− T
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβτβ + εαβ(bβ + ∂βη)
)
Aα +
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ .
In this action, we have exchanged Xu for η and Aα. It is then natural to interpret Aα as a
Lagrange multiplier which imposes a condition on η that we can solve in terms of Pαu ,
Tdη = T∂αη dx
α = εαβP
β
u dx
α . (2.12)
Since d2η = 0 this implies that ∂αPαu = 0. We see that conservation of the u-translation
current follows automatically from the constraint imposed by Aα. We denote the conserved
total momentum in the u-direction by
P =
∮
P 0udσ
1 = −T
∮ (√
|γ|γ0ατα + b1
)
dσ1 . (2.13)
From the point of view of the (d + 2)-dimensional target space parametrized by xM,
this means we consider strings with momentum P in the u-direction. Furthermore, because
of the relation (2.12), P is equivalently encoded by the winding of the string in η. It is
therefore convenient to parametrize η using
η(σ0, σ1) =
P
2piT
σ1 + η˜(σ0, σ1) . (2.14)
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Here, η˜ is an arbitrary function which is periodic in σ1. For the reasons outlined above,
when varying the action (2.11) with respect to η, only η˜ is dynamical and P is fixed. The
resulting equations of motion then imply dA = 0.
Consequently, we can write A = dχ, where in general χ can have winding. Since we
want to identify χ = Xu, we should require that A is exact because the string cannot wind
along the non-compact null direction u. Then the term involving η in the action (2.11)
drops out because A = dXu is exact,
T
∫
Σ
A ∧ dη = T
∫
Σ
d (Xudη) = 0 . (2.15)
Hence, we see that the action (2.11) is equivalent to the action (2.7) once we solve the
equations of motion associated to η and A, if we furthermore demand that A = dXu with
no winding along Xu.
Conversely, we can also interpret the worldsheet scalar η as the embedding coordi-
nate Xv of the string along a dual compact direction v. Since there is winding in η, the
v-direction must be compact. Here, the radius of the v-direction is P/(2pimT ) for winding
number m. From this perspective, the requirement that A is exact implies that the total
momentum of the string along v must be zero:
Pαv =
∂L
∂(∂αXv)
= TεαβAβ , =⇒ Pv =
∮
P 0v dσ
1 = T
∮
A1 = 0 . (2.16)
In other words, interpreting η = Xv as an embedding coordinate instead of A = dXu ex-
changes the fixed momentum along the u-direction for a fixed winding along the v-direction.
In the following, it will be useful to denote the two distinct (d+ 2)-dimensional space-
times that result from these two different interpretations of the action (2.11) using the
coordinates
xM = (u, xµ) , xM = (v, xµ) . (2.17)
We will now briefly discuss the action with xM target space. After that, we return to the
TNC string action (2.11) and discuss its symmetries.
2.2 Alternative forms of TNC action
Viewing η = Xv as an embedding coordinate, we can reinterpret the action (2.11) in terms
of the target space parametrized by xM = (v, xµ). By setting
B¯MN = BMN +mMbN −mNbM , Bvµ = 0 , bv = 1 , (2.18)
τv = 0 , Eva = 0 , hvv = 0 , hvµ = 0 , mv = 0 , Aα = Aˆα +mα ,
we can write the action (2.11) in terms of the XM embedding coordinates as
S[γαβ, X
M , Aα] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβhMN + εαβB¯MN
)
∂αX
M∂βX
N (2.19)
− T
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√
|γ|γαβτM + εαβbM
)
∂βX
M Aˆα +
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ .
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In this way, we have absorbed the TNC one-form mµ in B¯µv, the components of the (d+2)-
dimensional B-field along the v-direction. Furthermore, to compare with existing actions,
it is convenient to parametrize the worldsheet metric using zweibeine ea = eαadσα so that
γαβ = ηabeα
aeβ
b. (Note that a = 0, 1 for worldsheet quantities.) If we then reparametrize
the Lagrange multipliers using
Aˆα =
1
2
(λ+ − λ−) eα0 + 1
2
(λ+ + λ−) eα1 , (2.20)
the (d+ 2)-dimensional target space action becomes
S[γαβ, X
M , λ±] =− T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(
eηabeαae
β
bhMN + ε
αβB¯MN
)
∂αX
M∂βX
N (2.21)
− T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
[
λ+ε
αβeα
+ (τM + bM ) + λ−εαβeα− (τM − bM )
]
∂βX
M
+
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ .
Here, we have defined eα± = eα0 ± eα1. See Appendix A for our conventions and useful
properties.
In the above, we have discussed two ways in which the auxiliary action (2.11) can be
interpreted in terms of a (d+2)-dimensional geometry. We first showed how it can reproduce
the original relativistic string action on a Lorentzian target space with null isometry in (2.7),
and also related it to the target space parametrized by xM in (2.21). Alternatively, we can
interpret (2.11) as a string action with a (d+1)-dimensional TNC target space supplemented
by the worldsheet fields Aα and η.
As before, we redefine
Aα = mα +
1
2
(λ+ − λ−) eα0 + 1
2
(λ+ + λ−) eα1 , (2.22)
so that we can write the action (2.11) as
S[γαβ, X
µ, η, λ±] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(
2εαβmα (∂βη + bβ) + eη
abeαae
β
bhαβ + ε
αβBαβ
)
(2.23)
− T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(
λ+ε
αβeα
+ (τβ + ∂βη + bβ) + λ−εαβeα− (τβ − ∂βη − bβ)
)
+
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ .
In this case, Bαβ = ∂αXµ∂βXνBµν and we retain the TNC one-form mµ as a target space
variable. We also note that the action (2.23) reduces to the Gomis-Ooguri non-relativistic
string action on a flat TNC target space [16].
Nambu–Goto form of action
Until now we have kept the Lagrange multipliers in the Lagrangian, but we can also integrate
them out. This will lead us to the Nambu–Goto formulation of the TNC string action. The
constraints enforced by λ± are solved by taking
eα
± = h±(τα ± ∂αη ± bα) , (2.24)
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where h± are arbitrary functions on the worldsheet. This means e = h+h−εαβτα(∂βη+ bβ).
Then the Nambu–Goto action reads
SNG[X
µ, η] = T
∫
Σ
d2σ
[
− εαβmα(∂βη + bβ)− 1
2
εαβBαβ
+
εαα
′
εββ
′
(
(∂α′η + bα′)(∂β′η + bβ′)− τα′τβ′
)
2εγγ′τγ(∂γ′η + bγ′)
hαβ
]
+
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γˆ|R(2)(γˆ)φ .
(2.25)
where the induced metric is
γˆαβ = −h+h−
(
τατβ − (∂αη + bα)(∂βη + bβ)
)
. (2.26)
Note that all dependence on h± dropped out in the leading α′ term. If Weyl invariance
also holds at the quantum level, it would be possible to choose h± = 1 and thus remove
the conformal factor also from the dilaton term. One could also vary the action (2.23) with
respect to the vielbeine, which fixes the Lagrange multipliers.
Similarly, one can write the action with xM target space (2.21) in Nambu–Goto form
as well. In this higher-dimensional notation, the solutions to the constraint equation (2.24)
can be written as eα± = h±(τM ± bM )∂αXM . Then the Nambu–Goto action reads
SNG[X
M ] =− T
2
∫
Σ
[
εαβ∂αX
M∂βX
N B¯MN +
√
|γˆ|γˆαβ∂αXM∂βXNhMN
]
+
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γˆ|R(2)(γˆ)φ .
(2.27)
where γˆαβ is given by by (2.26).
2.3 Gauge symmetries of the TNC string in NS-NS background
We now briefly discuss the symmetries of the TNC string action (2.23). Using the viel-
beine Eµa for the spatial metric hµν defined in (2.3), the action is invariant under Galilean
(or Milne) boosts parametrized by λa,
δmµ = λaEµa , δhµν = 2τ(µEν)aλa , δλ± = −
1
e
εαβeα
±∂βXµEµaλa , (2.28)
where we used (2.4) and wrote λµ = λaEµa.
Additionally, TNC has a U(1) symmetry, see for example [1, 20, 52]. In terms of
the (d + 2)-dimensional manifold described by xM = (u, xµ) in (2.1), it is generated by
δu = σ(xµ). From the form of the metric in (2.1), it follows that mµ transforms as
δσmµ = ∂µσ . (2.29)
In addition, the magnetic field components Bµν and bµ transform as follows:
δσbµ = LξBuµ = 0 , δσBµν = LξBµν = 2b[µ∂ν]σ , (2.30)
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where ξ = −σ∂u. Together, the transformations (2.29) and (2.30) leave the action (2.23)
invariant.5
Furthermore, as already remarked in [19], this action also has an additional U(1)B
symmetry which comes from a one-form gauge transformation ΛM(xµ) = ρ(xµ)δuM whose
only component is along u,
δρbµ = −∂µρ , δρη = ρ . (2.31)
Note that the η-transformation clearly suffices to make the action invariant, but its relation
to the B-field gauge transformation is not clear in this context. The relation between these
symmetries and the higher-dimensional interpretation of the action in terms of the xM
target space is further discussed in Appendix B.3.
3 Equivalence between SNC string and TNC string
In this section, we show that (under one assumption) the TNC action derived in the previous
section is equivalent to the string Newton–Cartan (SNC) action of [14, 18]. More precisely,
our statement is that the two theories are completely equivalent if the compact spatial
longitudinal direction of the SNC geometry is an isometry.
We first illustrate how the action for closed strings in a SNC background can be ob-
tained by taking a large-c expansion of the relativistic Nambu–Goto action, extending the
derivation of [11]. In the absence of a Kalb–Ramond field, we find that requiring the sub-
leading term in the expansion of the embedding fields to drop out of the action leads to a
constraint on the generalized clock form. This constraint is closely related to the ‘foliation
constraint’ of SNC, however it can be lifted at the classical level when the B-field is in-
cluded. We also discuss the field redefinition freedom of the SNC string action, which plays
an important role in our discussion. After reviewing the Polyakov action for SNC strings,
we specialize to the case with a longitudinal isometry and present the direct map between
the SNC and TNC string actions.
3.1 Large-c expansion of relativistic Nambu–Goto action
Instead of using null reduction, a natural approach to construct an action for non-relativistic
strings is to expand the relativistic string action in a large speed of light limit. Indeed, the
Gomis–Ooguri or ‘stringy’ Newton–Cartan string was originally introduced by considering
a non-relativistic limit of a string moving in Minkowski space [11, 41, 42]. The resulting
action was later extended to general backgrounds [14].
However, in the latter case, it was not possible to implement all gauge symmetries
that one would expect from an algebraic point of view without implementing a foliation
constraint on the target space geometry. While it is natural that quantum consistency of
a string theory imposes restrictions on the geometry of its target space, it is somewhat
surprising that such restrictions would also be necessary to formulate the theory even at a
classical level.
5In fact, these transformations leave the Lagrangian invariant up to ∂β(εαβσ∂αη), which is a total
derivative of a function without winding and hence does not change the action.
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Instead, using recent insights from the non-relativistic expansion of general relativ-
ity [37], we will now show that it is possible to obtain an action for non-relativistic strings
without imposing any restrictions on the target space geometry. The resulting action has
an accidental symmetry coming from the interplay between the metric and B-field coupling,
which we can use to reproduce the SNC string action that was obtained in earlier work.
We remark that a similar accidental symmetry is present when taking the non-relativistic
limit of a charged point particle [40]. The resulting action for a (single) charged particle
moving in TNC spacetime exhibits a shift symmetry between the NC field mµ and the U(1)
gauge field Aµ. In that case, for a particle of charge q and mass m, only the combination
qAµ +mmµ enters in the action. A further similarity with that case is that including the
coupling to the U(1) gauge field lifts the constraint that τ is closed [40]. We also note that
the shift symmetry can be broken, for example if one would consider two (or more) particles
that have different mass to charge ratios [51].
Expanding the Nambu–Goto term
In any non-relativistic limit, one must take care to cancel the divergence of the rest mass
of the objects of the theory, which can be achieved using a background electromagnetic
field in the case of point particles [53]. For closed strings, the same can be done using
the Kalb–Ramond two-form gauge field BMN , as in Ref. [41, 42]. Hence it is natural to
consider non-relativistic limits of the target space geometry where two special directions
are distinguished, corresponding to the orientation of the divergent electric component of
the B-field.
However, before including the B-field, it will be useful to first analyze the divergencies
that arise from the Nambu–Goto action in such an expansion. Including the appropriate
factors of c, our starting point is therefore
SNG[X
M ] = −Tc
∫
Σ
d2σ
√−detGαβ . (3.1)
Here, Gαβ is the worldsheet pullback of the D-dimensional target space metric GMN , which
we take to be a fully general Lorentzian metric, with M,N = 0, 1, . . . D − 1. We can now
designate two ‘distinguished’ directions by splitting GMN in a two-dimensional Lorentzian
and a (D − 2)-dimensional Euclidean part,
GMN = c
2
(−EM 0EN 0 + EM 1EN 1)+ Π⊥MN = −c2ηABEMAENB + Π⊥MN . (3.2)
Here, we have introduced tangent space indices A = 0, 1 and A′ = 2, . . . , D − 1, which are
raised and lowered by ηAB and δA′B′ , respectively. Furthermore, we impose that
EA
MΠ⊥MN = 0 , EA
MEM
B = δBA . (3.3)
We can then write
EM
A = τM
A +
1
c2
mM
A +O (c−4) , (3.4a)
Π⊥MN = H
⊥
MN +O
(
c−2
)
. (3.4b)
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which leads to the following expansion of the target space metric:
GMN = c
2τMN +HMN +O
(
c−2
)
. (3.5)
Here, we have defined τMN = ηABτMAτNB and HMN = H⊥MN + 2ηABτ(M
AmN)
B .
Note that τMN is a symmetric rank two tensor, so its pullback ταβ can be used as a
nondegenerate, invertible Lorentzian metric on the worldsheet. We will use τ = det ταβ ,
and we also denote the inverse of the induced worldsheet metric by ταβ .
However, this is only possible if we consider worldsheet embeddings for which the
pushforward of the worldsheet tangent vectors by the embedding map XM always have
nonzero overlap with the two directions specified by the target space one-forms τMA. Hence
it is natural to only consider worldsheet embeddings that satisfy this requirement.6 For this
reason, the two directions parametrized by τMA are often referred to as the longitudinal
directions, while the remaining D − 2 directions are known as the transverse directions.
To find the expansion of the Nambu–Goto action (3.1), we can therefore write
Gαβ = c
2ταγ
(
δγβ +
1
c2
Hγβ +O
(
c−4
))
, (3.6)
where Hγβ = τγδHδβ . Using this factorization of Gαβ , expanding the determinant and the
square root in the Nambu–Goto Lagrangian leads to
LNG = −c3T
√−τ − cT
2
√−τταβHαβ +O
(
c−1
)
. (3.7)
Since the string embedding coordinates XM take values in the target space, they must
also be expanded in order to maintain diffeomorphism invariance. We thus parametrize this
as
XM = xM +
1
c2
yM +O (c−4) . (3.8)
Following the general arguments of [37], the subleading term parametrized by yM has the
effect of entering the equations of motion of the leading order (LO) Lagrangian into the
next-to-leading order (NLO) Lagrangian. Concretely, if we write
LNG = c3LNG,LO + cLNG,NLO +O
(
c−1
)
, (3.9)
the leading order and next-to-leading order Lagrangians are
LNG,LO = −T
√−τ , (3.10)
LNG,NLO = −T
√−τταβHαβ + yM δLNG,LO
δxM
. (3.11)
The leading order term in the action can be cancelled using a counterterm coming from
the coupling to BMN , as we will see shortly. We can then obtain a finite Lagrangian in the
c→∞ limit by appropriately rescaling the string tension T .
6A similar restriction applies to the relativistic string: the pullback metric on the worldsheet only has a
Lorentzian signature if the worldsheet is embedded in such a way that it captures the Lorentzian signature
of the target space and we should only consider embeddings that satisfy this requirement.
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The subleading embedding coordinates yM would in general enter in the action. How-
ever, if the equations of motion of the leading-order action are trivial, the yM -terms will
not enter the action. The leading-order part of the Lagrangian (3.10) is proportional to the
volume form given by the pullback ταA of the longitudinal target space vielbeine τMA. The
equations of motion of (3.10) are trivial if this term is topological, which implies that the
target space vielbeine have to satisfy7
d
(
τ0 ∧ τ1) = 0 . (3.12)
To prevent the appearance of yM in the resulting non-relativistic string action, one could
therefore be tempted to impose (3.12) as a constraint on the geometry on the target space,
even at the classical level. In fact, this restriction is related to the foliation constraint
introduced to preserve gauge invariance in the context of the SNC string [14, 18]. We will
discuss this relation and review the appearance of the foliation constraint in the SNC theory
later in Sec. 3.2.
However, we will now argue that after carefully taking into account the coupling to the
B-field at the next order in the 1/c2 expansion, this restriction is in fact unnecessary at the
classical level.
Expanding the Wess–Zumino term
To cancel the leading order divergence (3.10) in the Nambu–Goto term, we can expand the
target space Kalb–Ramond field BMN as follows:
BMN = −c2
(
EM
0EN
1 − EM 1EN 0
)
+ B¯MN . (3.13)
This expansion can be reproduced from an algebraic viewpoint as done in Sec. B.2. Here,
the subleading component B¯MN can have both longitudinal and transverse components.
It also has its own expansion in inverse powers of c, but we will only need the leading
c-independent term which we denote directly with B¯MN . Now note that since ταβ =
τα
Aτβ
BηAB we can write its inverse explicitly as ταβ = ταAτβBηAB where we defined the
inverse vectors
τα0 =
1√−τ ε
αβτβ
1 , τα1 = − 1√−τ ε
αβτβ
0 . (3.14)
These satisfy ταAταB = δAB . Note also that
√−τ = det ταA . Using the expansion of the
longitudinal vielbeine in (3.4), the Wess–Zumino Lagrangian then gives
LWZ = −cT
2
εαβBαβ = c
3LWZ,LO + cLWZ,NLO +O
(
c−1
)
, (3.15)
7This can be argued in more detail as follows. Exactness of (3.10) implies that τα0τβ1dσα∧dσβ = dα on
the worldsheet. Denoting the embedding map from the worldsheet Σ to the target space M by ϕ : Σ→ M
and denoting τ0∧τ1 on the target space by ω, this means dα = ϕ∗ω which implies 0 = d2α = dϕ∗ω = ϕ∗dω.
This does not automatically mean that dω = 0 on M , only that it vanishes on the directions that are
‘probed’ by Σ through the embedding ϕ. However, since the worldsheet tangent vectors always have a
nonzero projection along the directions parametrized by τMA, and are otherwise arbitrary, we can infer
that dω = 0 in target space, which gives (3.12).
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where the leading and the next-to-leading terms are
LWZ,LO = T
√−τ , (3.16)
LWZ,NLO = −T
2
√−τεαβB¯αβ − T
√−τεαβ (τα0mβ1 − τα1mβ0)+ yM δLWZ,LO
δxM
. (3.17)
The leading order term indeed cancels the leading order term (3.10) of the Nambu–Goto
expansion. Furthermore, we see that the terms proportional to yM in the next-to-leading
order Wess–Zumino and Nambu–Goto terms also cancel. Consequently, it is not necessary
to impose the foliation constraint (3.12) on the target space geometry at a classical level.
In addition, another remarkable cancellation takes place. Using (3.14), we can de-
compose the next-to-leading Nambu–Goto term (3.11) in a transverse and a longitudinal
part,
− T
2
√−τταβHαβ = −T
2
√−τταβH⊥αβ + T
√−τεαβ (τα0mβ1 − τα1mβ0) . (3.18)
We then see that the longitudinal metric coupling is cancelled by the next-to-leading Wess–
Zumino term in (3.17)! After rescaling T → T/c and subsequently taking c→∞, the total
action is
S[XM ] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√−τταβH⊥αβ + εαβB¯αβ) . (3.19)
Note that strings in this action only couple to the longitudinal directions through the
B-field, since B¯MN is general but H⊥MN is purely transverse. At first sight, this appears to
be more restrictive than the SNC string action introduced in [14], which allows longitudinal
coupling in both the metric and the B-field. However, as we will now argue, the two actions
can in fact be identified due to an accidental symmetry (which already appeared in [14] as
a field redefinition symmetry of the latter). Using similar manipulations as in (3.18), one
can indeed see that
√−τταβH⊥αβ +
√−τεαβB¯αβ =
√−τταβ(H⊥αβ − 2Cα0τβ0 + 2Cα1τβ1)
+ εαβ(B¯αβ − 2Cα0τβ1 + 2Cα1τβ0) .
(3.20)
This shows that on the level of the target space fields we have the field redefinition freedom
H⊥MN → H⊥MN + 2C(MAτN)BηAB , B¯MN → B¯MN − 2C[MAτN ]BAB . (3.21)
Our convention for the target space tangent Levi-Civita symbol AB is 01 = 1. (Note that
this is opposite to our convention for εαβ , see Appendix A.)
The choice CMA = mMA then leads to
S[XM ] = −T
2
∫
Σ
d2σ
(√−τταβHαβ + εαβBαβ) , (3.22)
where we denoted BMN = B¯MN − 2m[MAτN ]BAB. This is exactly the general Nambu–
Goto SNC string action introduced in [14], excluding the dilaton term. We have thus shown
that the SNC string action can be obtained by taking the large-c limit of the relativistic
Nambu–Goto string action. However, as mentioned above, by this procedure we also found
that no foliation constraint is required in order for (3.22) to be well defined. We will discuss
the interpretation of this from the SNC point of view in the following.
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3.2 SNC Polyakov action, field redefinitions and foliation constraint
The Polyakov Lagrangian for closed strings on a string Newton–Cartan (SNC) background
with NS-NS fields introduced by [14] is
L = −T
2
[√−γ γαβ∂αXM∂βXNHMN + εαβ∂αXM∂βXNBMN
+ λεαβeα
+τM
+∂βX
M + λ¯εαβeα
−τM−∂βXM
]
+
1
4pi
eR(2)Φ . (3.23)
where HMN is the same as introduced below (3.5), and we also denote8
τM
± = τM 0 ± τM 1 , H⊥MN = EMA
′
EN
B′δA′B′ . (3.24)
Integrating out the Lagrange multipliers λ and λ¯ in (3.23) and neglecting the dilaton term
gives back the Nambu–Goto action (3.22). The background fields of SNC geometry are
the generalized clock form τMA, the transverse vielbeine EMA
′ and mMA. In addition, the
string couples to a Kalb–Ramond field BMN and a dilaton Φ. Here M,N = 0, 1..., D − 1
are the indices of the D-dimensional spacetime, while A = 0, 1 and A′ = 2, ..., D − 1 are
the longitudinal and transverse tangent space indices, respectively. The two-dimensional
worldsheet vielbeine are introduced as in Appendix A.
The field redefinition freedom (3.21) of the Nambu–Goto action is still present in the
Polyakov action. It now also transforms the Lagrange multipliers [14, 18],
λ = λ′ +
1
e
εαβeα
−∂βXM C¯M , λ¯ = λ¯′ +
1
e
εαβeα
+∂βX
MCM , (3.25a)
HMN = H
′
MN + 2C(M
AτN)
BηAB , BMN = B
′
MN − 2C[MAτN ]BAB . (3.25b)
Here, we have defined
CM = CM
0 + CM
1 , C¯M = CM
0 − CM 1 . (3.26)
Again all dependence on CMA, C¯MA drops out in (3.23). As shown in [14], the full field
redefinition freedom in (3.23) is even larger, allowing for a rescaling of τMA and the Lagrange
multipliers, together with a shift in the dilaton due to the change in the path integral
measure. The parameters for this rescaling are usually denoted C and C¯. However, we will
not need to consider this part of the field redefinition freedom here.
The target space symmetries of SNC geometry consist of longitudinal translations and a
Lorentz boost, transverse translations and rotations and string Galilean boosts. In addition,
the SNC algebra proposed in [11] contains two sets of generators that can be thought of as
extensions, generally denoted by ZA and ZAB. We will now discuss each of these extensions
in turn and show that they can be absorbed in the field redefinition (3.25), which will be
important for our upcoming identification of the SNC and TNC actions.
8Note that instead of writing τM and τ¯M as is conventional in the SNC literature, we use τM± to avoid
confusion with the clock one-form τµ of TNC.
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The parameter corresponding to the field transformations generated by ZA is usually
denoted by σA. It transforms the fields in the Lagrangian (3.23) as
δmM
A = DMσ
A, δλ =
1
e
εαβeα
−∂βXMDMσ−, δλ¯ =
1
e
εαβeα
+∂βX
MDMσ
+ . (3.27)
It was proposed in [14] that these transformations are only a symmetry of the SNC action
(3.23) if one imposes the “foliation constraint”
D[MτN ]
A = 0 . (3.28)
Here, the covariant derivative includes the (longitudinal) spin connection ωMAB = ωM AB.
We can relate (3.28) to the constraint (3.12) from the previous section, which is solved by
dτ0 = A ∧ τ1 + C ∧ τ0 , dτ1 = B ∧ τ0 − C ∧ τ1 , (3.29)
where A, B and C are general one-forms. One can easily check that with the choice
A = ω01 = ω
1
0 = B and C = 0, the above coincides with the foliation constraint (3.28),
where ωAB is the spin connection one-form. In other words, solutions to the foliation
constraint are a subcase of a more general class of solutions of the constraint (3.12) found
when expanding the relativistic Nambu–Goto string action. Note that this is a constraint
imposed on the target space geometry already at a classical level. This poses an apparent
contradiction with our ultimate aim of identifying SNC and TNC strings, since for the latter
no restrictions on the classical geometry are necessary.
However, in the same spirit as in Sec. 3.1 we now claim that in the presence of a B-field
the constraint (3.28) is unnecessary. To see this, we note that one can interpret the ZA
transformation (3.27) as part of a larger transformation that also involves the B-field. In
fact, it is a specific case of the field redefinition. Indeed, setting CMA = −DMσA in (3.25),
we get
m′M
A = mM
A +DMσ
A , B′MN = BMN − 2ABD[MσAτN ]B , (3.30a)
λ′ = λ+
1
e
εαβeα
−∂αXMDMσ− , λ¯′ = λ¯+
1
e
εαβeα
+∂αX
MDMσ
+ . (3.30b)
These transformations leave the action invariant without any requirement on the geometry
of target space. For this reason, we are led to think of (3.30a) as the ‘complete’ ZA
transformations. Consequently, we can drop the foliation constraint (3.28), at least at a
classical level.
On the other hand, this constraint has recently been derived from a beta function
calculation for SNC strings in [18]. In the light of our findings above, this suggests that
the foliation constraint can be viewed as an equation of motion of the corresponding non-
relativistic theory of gravity, in the same way that Einstein’s equations emerge from the
beta functions of relativistic string theory.9
9On the TNC side, the combination of (3.28) and the upcoming (3.35a) leads to
∂[µτν] = 0 , ∂[µbν] = 0 . (3.31)
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Likewise, transformations coming from the second extension generator ZAB can also
be identified as part of the field redefinitions. Parametrizing the action of ZAB using σAB,
one of the resulting field transformation is δmMA = σABτMB. This transformation can be
reproduced by setting CMA = σABτMB in (3.25). For general σAB, the resulting transfor-
mation also affects the Lagrange multipliers and the B-field. To understand this symmetry
from an algebraic perspective, it will likely be easiest to restrict to ηABσAB = 0, which
leaves the B-field invariant.
Having shown that all the extension symmetries are part of the larger field redefinition,
it follows that we no longer need to consider them once we have fixed the field redefinition
freedom. This is essentially what we need to identify the general SNC action (3.23) with
the action (3.22), eliminating mMA from the description. The importance of this will be
even clearer in the next section. Indeed, mapping the SNC string action to the TNC string
action is very easy after fixing the redundancy due to the field redefinitions.
3.3 Longitudinal spatial isometry and map to TNC string
In the original work [41, 42], where the flat space version of the SNC string action was first
derived, it was already pointed out that such strings only have a nontrivial spectrum if they
have nonzero winding along a spatial longitudinal direction of the SNC target space. This
is also taken to hold for strings in general SNC backgrounds [18]. Hence SNC strings should
be studied on a target space with a compact longitudinal direction. In the following, we
will add the assumption that there is an isometry along this direction.
Choosing coordinates such that ∂v parametrizes the compact spatial isometry, we can
split the space-time indices as M = (v, µ). None of the fields in the worldsheet action will
depend on Xv. Since v is longitudinal and spatial we can choose coordinates such that
τv
0 = 0, τv1 6= 0 and EvA′ = 0. Then we can always choose a gauge in which10
τv
0 = 0 , τv
1 = 1 , Ev
A′ = 0 . (3.32)
Starting from the general action (3.23), we want to reduce to the form (3.22) where
only the fields H⊥αβ and B¯αβ enter. In the Polyakov formulation, this can be done by making
use of (A.7) and (A.8), which allow us to rewrite (3.23) as
L =− T
2
[
eγαβH⊥αβ + ε
αβ
(
Bαβ − 2τα1mβ0 + 2τα0mβ1
)]
(3.33)
+ Te
[
λ− 1
e
εαβeα
− (mβ0 −mβ1)] eα′−τα′+
− Te
[
λ¯− 1
e
εαβeα
+
(
mβ
0 +mβ
1
)]
eα
′
+τα′
− .
This follows from the fact that the string-NC longitudinal spin connection ωABM is zero in our gauge, as can
be easily verified putting M = µ and N = v in (3.28). As remarked above, these conditions only need to
hold at the quantum level. In fact, also TNC target spaces with dτ 6= 0 should be allowed, as they can
be obtained from Penrose limits of AdS5 × S5 as discussed in [16]. In that case, RR fields should also be
included, which would change the beta functions.
10This can be achieved through a longitudinal Lorentz transformation δτMA = ΛABτMB .
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From the form of the action in (3.33) it is now manifest that we can completely remove the
mα
A fields by redefining the B-field and the Lagrange multipliers.11 Equivalently, this can
be achieved using the field redefinitions (3.25) by setting CMA = mMA. In other words, we
can always choose a gauge such that m′M
A = 0. Reinstating the dilaton term, we then get
L = −T
2
[
eγαβH⊥αβ + ε
αβB¯αβ + λ
′εαβeα+τβ+ + λ¯′εαβeα−τβ−
]
+
1
4pi
eR(2)Φ . (3.34)
The action (3.34) is still invariant under string Galilean boosts, even though it is no longer
written explicitly in terms of the boost-invariant combination HMN . This is due to the fact
that the new Kalb–Ramond field B¯MN and Lagrange multipliers λ′, λ¯′ transform under a
Galilean boost. We will discuss the symmetries of this action in more detail in Appendix B.
Integrating out the Lagrange multipliers gets us back to the Nambu–Goto type action
(3.22).
We are now ready to present the map between SNC and TNC strings. This map was
already discussed in a restricted setting in Appendix A of [16] which did not yet include
the full NS-NS coupling on the TNC side. Having now coupled the TNC strings to the full
NS-NS sector in Section 2, we can present the complete picture.
Comparing the SNC action (3.34) to the higher-dimensional interpretation of the TNC
action in (2.21), we see that the two are equivalent if we identify
Xv = η , τµ
0 = τµ , τµ
1 = bµ , H
⊥
µν = hµν , (3.35a)
B¯MN = B¯MN , Φ = φ , (3.35b)
λ′ = λ+ , λ¯′ = λ− . (3.35c)
Here we have used the gauge choice (3.32). This is a one-to-one map between the string
action and background fields of SNC with a compact longitudinal spatial isometry and the
TNC string action.12
A discussion of this result is in order. First, the compact longitudinal spatial direction v
above indeed corresponds to the v-direction of the higher-dimensional interpretation of the
TNC string action that was discussed in Section 2.2. Second, the symmetries of both
actions are identified, as we discuss in more detail in Appendix B.3. As pointed out above,
the SNC action was originally formulated with a constraint on the generalized clock form,
which restricted the allowed target space geometries even at the classical level. Such a
11The fact that electric coupling allows one to remove the m-field also occurs for a point particle, where
the Maxwell one-form combines with the Newton–Cartan one-form mµ. See e.g. Section 6 of [51].
12The identification can also be made without eliminatingmMA, i.e. in terms of the original BMN instead
of B¯MN . In that case one would have
B¯MN = BMN + (mMAτNB −mNAτMB)AB ,
which, using the fact that B¯vµ = −mµ, can be translated into
mµ = mµ
0 −Bvµ +mv1τµ0 −mv0τµ1 , Bµν = Bµν + 2Bv[µτν]1 − 2mv1τ[µ0τν]1 − 2m[µ1τν]0 .
The other identifications are unchanged, and equivalence of the actions still holds. However, notice that in
this way the map would no longer be one-to-one, but all SNC backgrounds related by a field redefinition
correspond to the same TNC background.
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restriction is unnecessary and even unwanted from the point of view of the TNC action,
and we discussed the resolution of this apparent tension in Section 3.2.
In other words, in this section we have shown that (provided the compact longitudinal
direction is an isometry) the non-relativistic strings obtained from a null-reduction pro-
cedure in Section 2 are equivalent to the non-relativistic strings resulting from a large-c
expansion as derived in Section 3.1.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the identifications in (3.35) coincide with
what one would get from the longitudinal spatial T-duality map of SNC to a Lorentzian
geometry with a null isometry13 if we identify the Lorentzian metric of this geometry with
GMN in (2.1).
Thus, our procedure and results can also be thought of as giving a different viewpoint on
the notion of a null T-duality, relating relativistic strings in a NS-NS background with a null
isometry to non-relativistic strings on a background with a longitudinal spatial isometry.
This also connects to recent work [54] where this kind of T-duality was investigated from
a Hamiltonian perspective. However, the connection of our results to [14] is still to be
clarified. There, the null isometry direction is assumed to be compact, whereas in our
derivation the non-compactness of u played a crucial role. Thus, this is an aspect that
needs to be studied in more detail.
4 Strings with non-relativistic worldsheet in NS-NS background
In the preceding sections we have studied strings propagating in non-relativistic target
spaces. However, so far the worldsheet geometry has been relativistic. By taking a suitable
limit of the target space geometry whilst simultaneously rescaling the worldsheet fields, one
can obtain a string action that describes non-relativistic geometry both on the worldsheet
and in the target space [16]. The resulting strings are equipped with an infinite-dimensional
symmetry algebra on the worldsheet, known as the Galilean Conformal Algebra (GCA). For
particular backgrounds, these strings have been shown [12, 16] to reproduce the continuum
version of Spin Matrix Theory limits of N = 4 SYM theory [44], thus leading to a covariant
string description of (for example) the SU(2) Landau-Lifshitz model.
So far, the B-field and dilaton were not included in this non-relativistic worldsheet
limit. We will now briefly discuss an extension of the limit as applied to the Polyakov
action (2.23), including the B-field and dilaton coupling. We first focus on the Nambu–
Goto and B-field coupling in Section 4.1 and then study the behaviour of the dilaton term
in Section 4.2.
4.1 Non-relativistic worldsheet sigma-model with Kalb–Ramond field
Following [16], we now obtain a theory of strings with non-relativistic worldsheet geometry
using a large c limit. In contrast to the 1/c expansion discussed in Section 3.1, which only
concerned the target space fields and the string embedding maps, this limit will act on all
13See equation (3.12) in [14] with τyy = 1 and τyi = τi1, y˜ = u, xi = xµ. There, y has to be identified
with our v.
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target space and worldsheet fields. Our starting point is the Lagrangian of (2.23), which at
leading order in α′ is given by
Lleading = −T
2
[
2εαβmα (∂βη + bβ) + eη
abeαae
β
bhαβ + ε
abBαβ
]
− Tεαβ [λ+eα+ (τβ + ∂βη + bβ) + λ−eα− (τβ − ∂βη − bβ)] . (4.1)
Following [12], we scale the tension and the target space fields by
T → T
c
, τµ → c2τµ , η → c η , mµ → mµ , hµν → hµν . (4.2)
The embedding maps Xµ(σα) are not rescaled. To retain the coupling to Bµν and bµ in the
large c limit of the action, we scale them by14
Bµν → cBµν , bµ → c bµ . (4.3)
Finally, if we parametrize the Lagrange multipliers using λ± = (ω±ψ)/2, we obtain a finite
limit of the constraints by rescaling
e0α → c2 e0α , e1α → c e1α , (4.4a)
ω → ω
c3
, ψ → ψ
c2
. (4.4b)
This results in the following action for strings with a non-relativistic worldsheet geometry,
Sleading = −T
2
∫
d2σ
[
2εαβmα (∂βη + bβ) + ee
α
1e
β
1hαβ + ε
αβBαβ
+ωεαβeα
0τβ + ψε
αβ
(
eα
1τβ + eα
0 (∂βη + bβ)
)]
.
(4.5)
We recall that the target-space geometry after the limit becomes U(1)-Galilean [12], which
is the geometry that corresponds to gauging a spacetime symmetry algebra consisting of
a direct sum of the (massless) Galilean algebra and a U(1) factor. Moreover, the local
symmetries (2.29), (2.31) and (2.31) still leave (4.5) invariant. This means the parameter ρ
for the U(1)B symmetry also needs to scale as ρ→ cρ, whereas σ does not scale as known
already from [16]. So both U(1) symmetries survive in the limit This action is furthermore
invariant under the local transformations
eα
0 → feα0 , eα1 → feα1 + fˆ eα0 , ω → 1
f
ω − fˆ
f2
ψ , ψ → 1
f
ψ , (4.6)
exactly as in the case without B-field [16]. These symmetries correspond to local Weyl
transformations (fˆ = 0) and local Galilean boosts (f = 1), which can be used to obtain
flat worldsheet vielbeine eαa = δaα. Furthermore, in this gauge it is possible to see that the
action has a residual Galilean conformal symmetry whose classical generators satisfy
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n, [Lm,Mn] = (m− n)Mm+n, (4.7)
which is known as the Galilean conformal algebra (GCA). This algebra has appeared pre-
viously in tensionless limits of relativistic strings, see for example [55] and also [50].
14Said differently, the higher-dimensional Kalb–Ramond field BMN (which leads to Bµν and bµ via the
null reduction discussed in Section 2.1) has a uniform scaling BMN → cBMN .
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4.2 Dilaton term and a criterion for non-relativistic worldsheets
So far, the dilaton coupling has been unaffected by our operations in Sections 2 and 3.
In the action (2.23) it is still given in terms of the two-dimensional (Lorentzian) scalar
curvature,
Sdil =
1
4pi
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|γ|R(2)φ . (4.8)
As is apparent from Equation (4.4), the limit we consider acts differently on timelike and
spacelike worldsheet vielbeine and we therefore take a Lorentzian worldsheet geometry as
the starting point of our discussion.
We assume that the dilaton itself does not scale under the worldsheet and target space
scalings in (4.2) and (4.4). This is natural, since any scaling of the relativistic string coupling
gs = e
φ would only shift the dilaton. Thus we only need to consider the effect of the scaling
limit on the curvature of the worldsheet.
Given a set of worldsheet vielbeine ea = eαadσα, we can solve the 2D Cartan structure
equation to obtain the associated spin connection
ω = ωαdσ
α = 2εabeβb∂[αeβ]adσ
α = εabLeaθb . (4.9)
Here, we have defined the one-forms θa = ηabeb. We can then write the dilaton coupling (4.8)
using the curvature dω of this spin connection as follows,
Sdil =
1
2pi
∫
Σ
φdω . (4.10)
Note that the scaling in (4.4) should not be interpreted as a coordinate transformation on
the worldsheet, not even at finite values of c. For that reason, the vielbein scaling (4.4a)
only affects the curvature dω through the way it depends on ea and θa and not through any
derivatives. Dropping all tildes, this means
Sdil → 1
2pi
∫
Σ
φd
(
cLe1θ0 +
1
c
Le0θ1
)
. (4.11)
Since we do not rescale φ, this presents us with a criterion that the worldsheet geometry
has to satisfy in order to survive the non-relativistic limit c → ∞. For simplicity, here we
restrict ourselves to worldsheets without punctures. Assuming the resulting non-relativistic
sigma model should be well defined for a generic dilaton profile, we see that the dilaton
coupling diverges unless
d (Le1θ0) = 0 . (4.12)
Relativistic worldsheet geometries for which this does not hold have a divergent action as
c→∞ and will therefore be suppressed in the path integral.
In fact, this condition fits well with the non-relativistic interpretation of the worldsheet
geometry defined by e0 and e1 after the limit. One obvious solution to (4.12) is requiring e0
(and hence θ0) to be exact, which means there exists an absolute time on the worldsheet.
This holds for example for an infinite cylinder, where
e0 = dT , e1 = dϕ , T ∈ (−∞,∞) , ϕ ∈ [0, 2pi) . (4.13)
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Similarly, a flat torus has dω = 0 and is therefore also allowed. This suggests that the
connection between these non-relativistic sigma models and the continuum limit of non-
relativistic quantum-mechanical spin chains of Spin Matrix Theory, which was already
established on the level of the classical action [12], could even extend to the dynamics of
the resulting strings. At least locally, these strings have a notion of absolute time on the
worldsheet, and the transverse worldsheet direction could then be seen as the continuum
spin chain. To make this relation more precise, it would be very interesting to include punc-
tures in this discussion and to understand the effective coupling constant of the resulting
string theory. We hope to come back to these issues in the near future.
5 Discussion
We conclude by discussing some open problems and outlining further interesting directions.
The main result of this paper is the equivalence between the TNC and SNC actions for
non-relativistic strings. As remarked in the above, our map between the theories requires
that the compact longitudinal direction of the SNC string is an isometry. It would be inter-
esting to examine whether this is a restriction or in some way inherent in the formulation
of the SNC string itself.
In other treatments of the SNC string, a ‘foliation constraint’ is usually imposed on
the target space geometry, but we find that this is not necessary if part of the target space
symmetries are implemented differently (by also acting on the Kalb–Ramond B-field). The
SNC string theory we identify with the TNC theory is therefore more general, but still
contains the solutions that satisfy the foliation constraint.
At this point our discussion is entirely classical. However, it is likely that some form
of constraints on the target space geometry will arise in the quantum theory, following the
recent work on beta functions in non-relativistic string theories [18, 19]. Note that the beta
functions of the TNC theory have not yet been explored in a fully general Kalb–Ramond
background. It would then be possible to study if our identification of SNC and TNC
non-relativistic string theories still holds on a quantum level.
Our procedure of deriving the TNC action relies on doing a reduction on a non-compact
null direction and subsequently going to a sector of fixed momentum in the null direction.
The way this is implemented is reminiscent of the Roček-Verlinde approach to T-duality [56],
but differs in the details. It would be good to connect our construction to the Hamiltonian
interpretations of T-duality along a null direction put forward in [13, 54, 57]. It would also
be useful to further analyze T-duality transformations of non-relativistic strings when there
is a compact spatial isometry in the transverse space (see also [14]).
The inclusion of worldsheet fermions in non-relativistic string theory, the addition of
worldsheet and spacetime supersymmetry as well as the role of RR background fields are
further obvious directions to consider.15 Moreover, a careful analysis of the open string
sector of non-relativistic string theory and the notion of non-relativistic D-branes16 also
span important open problems. There have also been recent studies of integrability and
15See the recent work [58] for progress in this direction.
16See [17, 59–61] for Hamiltonian analyses related to non-relativistic branes.
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classical solutions in the context of non-relativistic string theory [62, 63]. Finally, it seems
likely that there are further useful connections to doubled geometry [45–47].
Turning to the non-relativistic worldsheet models discussed in Section 4, there are
also numerous open issues to investigate. First of all, a more detailed analysis of the
allowed worldsheet geometries, also including punctures, will be important to understand
the effective coupling constant of the resulting string theory. In particular, there could
be a fascinating underlying relation to interactions in SMT [43, 44].17 The SMT limit is
connected to a limit of AdS/CFT, and thus relies on the presence of RR fields. This is
another motivation to better understand RR fields in non-relativistic string theory, even
before applying the worldsheet limit. Related to this, it would also be interesting to see
what the B-field corresponds to in the context of SMT, now that we know how to include
it in the non-relativistic worldsheet sigma model.
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A Conventions and identities for worldsheet vielbeine
Here we collect the conventions for the worldsheet vielbeine and review some useful identi-
ties. The two-dimensional vielbeine (or zweibeine) are introduced through
γαβ = eα
aeβ
bηab . (A.1)
Our conventions for Lévi–Civita symbols are ε01 = −ε01 = +1 for both the worldsheet
symbol εαβ and the tangent space symbol εab. Note that this is opposite to the conventional
definition for the longitudinal target space symbol AB, where 01 = +1, so we use different
letters to distinguish the two. The vielbeine determinant is
e = det(eα
a) = eτ
0eσ
1 − eτ 1eσ0 . (A.2)
Using this we can compute εabeαaeβb = e εαβ . The inverse vielbeine are given by
eαa =
1
e
εαβeβ
bεba , (A.3)
and they obey eαaeβa = δ
β
α and eαaeαb = δab . Moreover, we find
1
e
= det(eαa) = e
0
0e
1
1 − e01e10 , εabeαaeβb = 1
e
εαβ . (A.4)
17See also [64] for the SU(2) SMT limit of the non-abelian Born-Infeld action for D-branes in the
AdS/CFT correspondence.
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At various places in the main text, it is useful to consider the null combinations
eα
± = eα0 ± eα1 . (A.5)
The inverses are then given by as eα± = (eα0 ± eα1)/2. They satisfy
eα
+eβ
− = −γαβ + e εαβ , eα−eβ+ = −γαβ − e εαβ ,
eα+eα
+ = eα−eα− = 1 , eα+eα− = eα−eα+ = 0 , (A.6)
eα+e
β− = −1
4
γαβ − 1
4e
εαβ , eα−eβ+ = −1
4
γαβ +
1
4e
εαβ .
From this, we can obtain
1
e
εαα
′
εββ
′
(e−α′e
+
β′ + e
+
α′e
−
β′) = 2eγ
αβ , (A.7)
1
e
εαα
′
εββ
′
(e−α′e
+
β′ − e+α′e−β′) = 2εαβ . (A.8)
These identities are crucial to the discussion in Section 3.
B Review of SNC symmetries and identification with TNC symmetries
For completeness, we first briefly review ‘stringy’ Newton–Cartan (SNC) geometry and how
the associated symmetry algebra introduced in [11] can be obtained from a 1/c expansion of
the Poincaré algebra. This complements our discussion of the expansion of the relativistic
Nambu–Goto action in (3.2). We also include some observations on how one may include
the gauge transformation of the NS-NS B-field in the resulting algebraic structure. Finally,
following the identification of the SNC and TNC string actions in Section 3, we discuss
how the gauge symmetries of the torsional Newton–Cartan (TNC) and SNC strings can be
related explicitly.
B.1 SNC symmetry algebra
AD-dimensional SNC geometry has the property that it is decomposed into two longitudinal
directions and D − 2 transverse directions. The geometry along each of the directions can
be parametrized using two separate sets of vielbeine
τM
A , EM
A′ . (B.1)
Here, A = 0, 1 are flat indices on the longitudinal directions, while A′ = 2, . . . , D − 2
correspond to the transverse directions. Our convention for the longitudinal Lévi-Civita
symbol AB is 01 = +1. (Note that we use ε01 = +1 for the worldsheet symbol εαβ and
the worldsheet tangent space symbol εab.)
The local symmetries of SNC geometry include transverse translations and rotations
PA′ and MA′B′ , longitudinal translations and rotations HA and MAB = ABM and the so-
called ‘string’ Galilean boostsGAB′ . These can be seen to arise from the Poincaré generators
Mab, Pa (a, b = 0 . . . D − 1) in D dimensions as follows. Splitting up a = (A,A′) in terms
of the longitudinal and transverse directions defined above, one identifies MAB′ = cGAB′ ,
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PA = HA/c and the remaining generators unchanged. Then, using the method of Lie
algebra expansions18 the following graded Lie algebra is obtained (by tensoring with the
polynomial ring in the variable σ = 1/c2):
[M
(m)
AB , H
(n)
C ] = 2ηC[AH
(m+n)
B] , [M
(m)
A′B′ , P
(n)
C′ ] = 2δC′[A′P
(m+n)
B′] , (B.2)
[H
(m)
A , G
(n)
BA′ ] = −ηABP (m+n)A′ , [P (m)A′ , G(n)AB′ ] = δA′B′H(m+n+1)A , (B.3)
[G
(m)
AA′ , G
(n)
BB′ ] = ηABM
(m+n+1)
A′B′ + δA′B′M
(m+n+1)
AB , (B.4)
[G
(m)
AA′ ,M
(n)
BC ] = −2ηA[BG(m+n)C]A′ , [G
(m)
AA′ ,M
(n)
B′C′ ] = −2δA′[B′|G(m+n)A|C′] , (B.5)
[M
(m)
A′B′ ,M
(n)
C′D′ ] = 4δ[A′[C′M
(m+n)
B′]D′] , [M
(m)
AB ,M
(n)
CD] = 0 , (B.6)
where we note that M (m)AB = M
(m)AB. In this infinite dimensional Lie algebra we can
consistently set to zero all the generators with grade m ≥ 2 since they form an ideal.
Furthermore, a consistent further truncation is to only keep the level 0 generators (for
which we drop the superscript from now on) supplemented with ZA ≡ H(1)A along with
ZAB ≡M (1)AB.19
This leads to the SNC algebra [11] with commutation relations
[MA′B′ ,MC′D′ ] = 4δ[A′[C′MB′]D′] , [MA′B′ , PC′ ] = 2δC′[A′PB′] , (B.7)
[MA′B′ , GCD′ ] = 2δD′[A′|GC|B′] , [MAB, GCD′ ] = 2ηC[AGB]D′ , (B.8)
[MAB, HC ] = 2ηC[AHB] , [GAB′ , HC ] = ηACPB′ . (B.9)
extended with the generators ZA and ZAB satisfying
[PA′ , GBC′ ] = δA′C′ZB , [MAB, ZC ] = 2ηC[AZB] , (B.10)
[GAB′ , GCD′ ] = δB′D′ZAC , [ZAB, HC ] = 2ηC[AHB] . (B.11)
Another way to obtain this algebra through an expansion was presented in [35], which also
reproduces the non-relativistic algebras of [69].
B.2 Gauge transformations of the NS-NS B-field
We now introduce a useful algebraic perspective on the gauge symmetries of the B-field,
which further motivates its expansion in the Nambu–Goto action as discussed in Section 3.1.
First, we consider the inclusion of the B-field in the algebra of gauge symmetries of the
relativistic string. We denote the full tangent space index by a, which we will later split in
longitudinal and transverse components a = (A,A′). Inspired by double field theory [70, 71],
a natural starting point is to add a second set of “translations” Qa to the Poincaré algebra,
transforming as Lorentz vectors under Mab and commuting with ordinary translations Pa.
18See for example Refs. [65–67] and also the recent applications [34, 35, 68].
19This is analogous to the way in which the Bargmann algebra can be obtained from the Poincaré algebra
using Lie algebra expansion [67], where in that case one decomposes with only one longitudinal direction
(i.e. time) and the transverse ones being the spatial directions.
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Using the fact that Lorentzian geometry can be obtained by gauging the Poincaré algebra
and turning local translations into diffeomorphisms we now extend this by including the
Qa generator in the gauging.
We write the gauge field as
AM = eM
aPa +
1
2
ωM
abMab + piM
aQa , (B.12)
where the new element is the gauge connection piMa of the Qa generators. This transforms
under gauge transformations as
δΛpiM
a = ∂Mκ
a + σabpiM
b − ω aM bκb , Λ = ζaPa +
1
2
σabMab + κ
aQa . (B.13)
In addition to translations and Lorentz transformations there now also is a parameter κa
corresponding to the “doubled” translations. Writing
Λ = ξMAM + Σ , Σ =
1
2
Mabλ
ab + kaQa , λ
ab = σab − ωMabξM , ka = κa − piMaξM ,
(B.14)
one finds that under the δ¯ variation defined in [20] we have
δ¯piM
a = LξpiMa + ∂Mka + λabpiMb − ω aM bkb . (B.15)
Now define the following object
BMN = e[M
apiN ]
bηab . (B.16)
Using (B.15) along with the corresponding transformation δ¯eMa as well as the torsion
constraint R(P )aMN = 0, this can be shown to transform as
δ¯BMN = LξBMN + 2∂[MαN ] , (B.17)
where we have defined αM ≡ −12eMaka. In fact, it is not necessary to impose the torsion
constraint if one further modifies the variation δ¯. Thus indeed BMN is a (0,2) tensor
transforming under one-form gauge transformations.
This algebraic perspective on the B-field can be integrated into the SNC algebra we
discussed in B.1 as follows. First, we split Pa and Qa as
PA =
1
2
(
1
c
HA + cKA
)
, QA =
1
2
A
B
(
1
c
HB − cKB
)
, PA′ , QA′ . (B.18)
This leads to a redefinition of the corresponding gauge fields. If we parametrize
eM
aPa + piM
aQa = EM
AHA + ΠM
AKA + eM
A′PA′ + piM
A′QA′ , (B.19)
the new gauge fields will be given by
EM
A =
1
2c
(
eM
A − ABpiMB
)
, ΠM
A =
c
2
(
eM
A + ABpiM
B
)
. (B.20)
As a result, the B-field in (B.16) now gives
BMN = −c2ABE[MAEN ]C + B¯MN , (B.21)
B¯MN = 2ABE[M
AΠN ]
B + δA′B′e[M
A′piN ]
B′ +O (c−2) . (B.22)
Thus, we have retrieved the expansion of the B-field that was introduced in (3.13). Note
that the subleading term B¯MN contains both transverse and longitudinal components.
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B.3 Identification of TNC and SNC symmetries
In Section 3.3, we have identified the SNC string action (on backgrounds where the compact
spatial longitudinal direction is an isometry) with the string action obtained from null
reduction in Section 2. As we discussed in Section 3.2, the symmetries corresponding to the
extension generators ZA and ZAB can be absorbed in the accidental symmetry of the string
action. We will now show explicitly how the TNC symmetries associated to the latter can
be mapped to the remaining SNC gauge symmetries.
First, since the transverse spatial directions of SNC and TNC coincide, the symmetries
along these directions can be equated immediately. Following the identification presented
in Section 3.3, the longitudinal Lorentz symmetry of SNC has been fixed with the gauge
choice
τv
0 = 0 , τv
1 = 1 , Ev
A′ = 0 . (B.23)
Longitudinal time translations also agree since we have identified the clock one-forms τµ =
τµ
0. On the other hand, it is not immediately obvious how coordinate transformations
along the SNC direction v should be interpreted in terms of the TNC theory. Likewise, we
will also have to explain what happens to the string Galilean boosts generated by G1A′ .
Let us first look at a general coordinate transformation acting on the SNC geometry,
generated by ξ We have chosen coordinates such that ∂v is a Killing vector field and we
want ξ to preserve this property, which implies ∂vξM = 0. If we also require that the gauge
choice EvA
′
= 0 is preserved, we have
0 = δEv
A′ = LξEvA′ + λA′AτvA = λA′1 , (B.24)
hence our gauge choice fixes the string Galilean boosts G1A′ to zero.
The remaining SNC Galilean boosts G0A′ can be identified with the TNC Galilean
boosts. Explicitly, the transverse vielbeine transform under G0A′ as δEµA
′
= λA
′
0τµ
0.
Note that using H⊥µν = hµν (which we established in the last equation of (3.35a)) we can
identify
Eµ
A′ = Eµa . (B.25)
Here, we identify the transverse tangent space indices A′ = 2, . . . , d + 1 with the spatial
TNC tangent space indices a = 1, . . . , d introduced in (2.3). Comparing with the TNC
transformations under Galilean boosts in (2.28), we then see that λ0A′ = λa as expected. In
fact, the TNC Galilean boosts also transform the Lagrange multipliers.20 This is correctly
reproduced if we keep track of the transformations for the redefined SNC fields in the
Lagrangian (3.34),
δB¯vµ = −λ0A′EµA′ , δB¯µν = 2λ0A′E[µA
′
τν]
1 , (B.26a)
δλ′ = −1
e
εαβeα
−∂βXµEµA
′
λ0A′ , (B.26b)
δλ¯′ = −1
e
εαβeα
+∂βX
µEµ
A′λ0A′ . (B.26c)
20This can also be avoided if one makes explicit use of the constraint imposed by the multipliers them-
selves.
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Note that these transformations indeed ensure that the SNC action (3.34) is invariant under
the remaining SNC Galilean boosts. Through the identifications (3.35), the transformations
in (B.26) precisely reproduce the correct transformations for Eµa, mµ and the Lagrange
multipliers λ±, whereas they leave Bµν and bµ invariant.
The U(1) symmetry of TNC that we discussed in Section 2.3 is related to the one-
form gauge transformations of the SNC B-field BMN . In fact, we can reproduce the U(1)
transformations (2.30) using AM = σδvM , keeping in mind the identifications B¯vµ = −mµ
and B¯µν = B¯µν . Hence we see that the TNC U(1) gauge symmetry corresponding to
diffeomorphisms along the null isometry direction has a natural interpretation in SNC as a
gauge transformation of the B-field along the longitudinal compact spatial isometry.
Nicely enough, this situation is exactly mirrored for the U(1)B symmetry given in (2.31).
As discussed in Section 2.3, it corresponds on the TNC side to gauge transformations of
the Kalb–Ramond field along the null isometry direction u, together with a shift in η. This
now has a very natural interpretation on the SNC side as a shift δXv = δη = ρ, coming
from a coordinate transformation δv = ξv = ρ which also leads to the transformation
δbµ = Lξτµ1 = −∂µρ . (B.27)
This point of view also explains why η is charged under U(1)B, which was not obvious in
the (d + 1)-dimensional TNC description of Section 2.3. This completes our identification
of the symmetries of the SNC and TNC string actions.
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